Your
world
looks better
when seen through

ADWIN

uPVC Doors & Windows

ADWIN

is the registered brand of
ADVANCED WINDOWS & DOOR SYSTEMS, a
company with 15 years lineage in the Indian
infrastructure industry. Our claim to fame is the
manufacturing of premium quality uPVC window and door
frameworks using European profiles and machineries along with
top notch German hardware.

The team is headed by technocrats specializing in plastic
engineering, who are supported by experienced manpower
trained in the manufacturing of uPVC windows and entry
ways. For sales, service and project management a
dedicated administrative support system is in place
which ensures complete transparency of business
transactions, timely delivery and job site
support.

To give flight to your
imagination we have
displayed a few of the possible
styles of windows and doors at our
Experience Centre. We invite you to
come and see the most innovative and
versatile fenestration solutions that will
change the way you look at the world around
you. And how the world around looks at you.

Our perfect finish enhances the aesthetics
of your room and adds that touch of class to your space.
The ultra-modern manufacturing facility is adaptable to meet the
requirements of individual homes and scale up for large projects. The
European profiles that we use meet the most stringent technical and physical
performance standards, ensuring a very long service life with very basic care
and maintenance requirements. The production planning is done using
softwares that result in minimum wastage and maximum efficiency, resulting
in dramatic cost controls. The European precision machinery used delivers
perfect cuts and joints that make the movements flawless and add to the life
span of the product.

Green Foot Print
Stringent quality control and safety guidelines ensure that our products comply with the highest international manufacturing
standards that are environment friendly. The profiles used are made of stabilized UV resistant virgin materials that are lead free,
adding a green value to your space. The production wastage is recyclable and so are the windows and doors at the end of their very
long life cycle. Use of uPVC for frameworks drastically reduces the use of wood and gives better thermal insulations. This in turn
cuts down on the energy consumed, along with the heat and gas emissions, due to reduced requirements for heating and cooling.
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SPACE THAT DEFINES YOU
Frameworks set the mood and character of a defined
enclosed area. We at ADWIN recognize your need for a
personalised space that fits your life style. We feel your
desires and know the capabilities of our solutions.
Whether you are planning a work space, family room,
entertainment area or a private cocoon, our dedicated
team of designers will collaborate with you to give an
innovative articulation to your vision that will turn A ROOM
into MY ROOM.

Advantages
ADWIN uPVC fenestration
Weather
Proof

Eco Friendly,
Lead Free

Ultravoilet
Radiations
Resistant

Acoustic
Insulator

Anti-fungi,
Anti Termite

Energy
Efficient

Strength &
Durability

Water
Tightness

Fire
Resistant

Dust
Proofing

Thermal
Insulation

Maintenance
Free

uPVC

WINDOWS

Casement Windows
This is a classic style that never goes out
of fashion. The window panels open
outwards or inwards, from the sides, giving
the widest feel of openness.

systems

Sliding Windows
Perfect for areas where opening space is
restricted or window sizes are large. Rather
than restricting the view using multiple
casement panels, we recommend using
large sliding panels that give the feeling of
expanse.

Villa Windows
Recommended for ground level windows which
may require additional security. The grills are
sandwiched between two frames, making their
removal impossible. Our profile's elegance and
fine finish adds to its value

Top Hung Windows
Ideal for areas where privacy is of prime concern, yet ventilation is
required. They are generally used at ceiling level or in places where view
needs to be blocked without restricting the flow of air.

Tilt & Turn Windows
T & T gives you the option to control your environment with precision. It is
essentially 3 window types in one: fixed window, casement window, and top
hung window. The tilt function allows for top ventilation, easily enabling hot
air to quickly escape through the top portion of the window. This also cuts
back on allowing strong breezes into the room. The turn function however,
creates ample air flow and movement for maximum ventilation.

Color Options :

Mahogany

Dark Oak

Red Lam.
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uPVC

DOORS
systems

Casement Doors
These have hinged sash that swings
in or out at an angle of up to 90˚,
allowing for maximum ventilation
and visibility.

Sliding Doors
Ideal for spaces with a large cavity, where you wouldn't
want to or can't have a swinging door. It gives a wide
expanse view. These can be made with two tracks, two
and half tracks, three tracks or add on track profiles to
accommodate multiple door panel movements and
mesh panels.

Slide & Fold Doors
This style of door arrangement is designed to give you the
flexibility of partial opening or complete uninterrupted
spatial view. It also works as a partition. Multiple sashes
are joined in a unique slide and fold mechanism. These
can be folded in either direction (left or right) and can be
stacked at either end. When closed it is extremely secure
with multi point locking system.

Lift & Slide Doors
These are extra large panels with glazing to
match, which makes them heavy. Recommended
for very large window and door cavities for that
uninterrupted view and feeling of awesome wide
space. Special hardware is used which glides
panels back and forth on soft touch rollers, with
very little effort.

Color Options :

Mahogany

Dark Oak

Red Lam.
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CASEMENT 60 SERIES
OUTER FRAMES

SASH

Profile

MULLION PROFILE

Inward Opening Mullion Outward Opening Mullion

Accessories

Frame Profile

Large Coupling Profile

Coupling Profile

Inward Opening Sash Outward Opening Sash

Angled Post Adaptor
Profile

Pipe Profile

Decorative 6mm
Glazing Beading

12mm
Glazing Bead

Box Profile

90° Corner Profile

24mm
Glazing Bead

CASEMENT 70 SERIES
OUTER FRAMES

SASH

MULLION PROFILE

60

60

80

42

70

Coupling Profile

12

79.7

6mm Glazing Bead

43

70.5

79.7

96.2

Large Coupling Profile

12.5

20mm Glazing Bead

16

21

21

73.5

Inward Opening Sash

24

28

44

21

70.2

70

Outward Opening Sash

Mullion Profile (84mm)

Frame Profile (63mm)

90° Corner Profile

70

21

70

Accessories

38

84

42

63

Profile

15

12.5

24mm Glazing Beading

12.5

32mm Glazing Bead

uPVC

WINDOWS
SLIDING 60 SERIES
SASH

MULLION PROFILE

70

77

49

38

45

45

Profile

OUTER FRAMES

35

111

63

38

Mullion Profile
(only For Sash)

Three Track

Double Frame Profile

Sliding Sash

18,5

13

20

21
7
45

Lap Strip Profile

Sliding Sash Cover Profile
Two Face

5mm Glazing Bead

6,5

Sliding Sash Cover Profile
One Face (38mm)

12mm Semi Decorative
Glazing Bead
25.5

19

21

21

38

8,5

Accessories

45

32

20

6mm Decorative
Glazing Bead

18mm Glazing Bead

Mesh Beading

SLIDING 70 SERIES
OUTER FRAMES

SASH

MULLION PROFILE

50

12.5

21
19

19

6mm Glazing Bead

Sliding System Sash

Mullion Profile

10.5

57

50

14

25.5

45

Accessories

40

Frame Profile
(Double Rail)

New Frame Profile
(Single Rail)

63

50

48

75

92,5

Sash Cover Profile

82

55

67

Profile

78

20mm Glazing Bead

Double Rail Adaptor
Profile Aluminium
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CASEMENT 60 SERIES
OUTER FRAMES

SASH

Profile

MULLION PROFILE

Inward Opening Mullion Outward Opening Mullion

Accessories

Frame Profile

Large Coupling Profile

Coupling Profile

Inward Opening Sash

Outward Opening Sash

Angled Post Adaptor
Profile

Pipe Profile

Decorative 6mm
Glazing Beading

12mm
Glazing Bead

Box Profile

90° Corner Profile

24mm
Glazing Bead

CASEMENT 70 SERIES
SASH

85

106

84

42

42
70

70

70

70

Mullion Profile (84mm)

12

79.7

6mm Glazing Bead

90° Corner Profile

43

70.5

96.2

Large Coupling Profile

12.5

20mm Glazing Bead

16

21

21

21

Coupling Profile

Inward Opening Sash

24

28

44

73.5

79.7

Accessories

70.2

Outward Opening Sash

21

Frame Profile (63mm)

127

106

MULLION PROFILE

63

Profile

OUTER FRAMES

12.5

24mm Glazing Beading

12.5

32mm Glazing Bead

uPVC

DOORS
SLIDING 60 SERIES
SASH

MULLION PROFILE

59

38

45

80

77

45

Profile

OUTER FRAMES

35

111

63

38

Mullion Profile
(only For Sash)

Three Track

Double Frame Profile

Sliding Super Sash

18,5

13

20

21
7
45

Lap Strip Profile

Sliding Sash Cover Profile
Two Face

5mm Glazing Bead

6,5

Sliding Sash Cover Profile
One Face (38mm)

12mm Semi Decorative
Glazing Bead
25.5

19

21

21

38

8,5

Accessories

45

32

20

6mm Decorative
Glazing Bead

18mm Glazing Bead

Mesh Beading

SLIDING 70 SERIES
OUTER FRAMES

SASH

MULLION PROFILE

50

12.5

21
19

19

6mm Glazing Bead

Sliding System Sash

Mullion Profile

10.5

57

50

14

25.5

45

Accessories

40

Frame Profile
(Double Rail)

New Frame Profile
(Single Rail)

63

50

48

75

92,5

Sash Cover Profile

82

55

67

Profile

78

20mm Glazing Bead

Double Rail Adaptor
Profile Aluminium
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Value additions

MESH
Along with a lovely view, sometimes
you also get the menace of bugs
and mosquitoes ruining the
ambiance. To mitigate that we
offer sleek and almost
invisible mesh options
as add ons.

Sliding
Usually used in combination with sliding windows and doors by adding
an extra track and slides like the regular slider sash. These give a clean
stretched look to mesh window.

Pleated
Designed to withstand a reasonable amount of wind pressure,
these type of meshes allow for very good ventilation and light to
pass through, giving you a clear view of the scene outside. The
length of the mesh is reinforced with a nylon string which allows it
horizontal movements. When pulled aside they take up very little
space when stacked. They can be washed or vacuumed for
cleaning.

Pull Down
This is the least obtrusive option available for mesh screens. When
pulled down it is stretched tight and is barely visible. It is a 100%
effective barrier against outdoor flying insects.

Openable
Fitted in the inner sash of the casement window
or door, it acts as a tight barrier against bugs
and mosquitos when the outer sashes are
opened for ventilation.

Value additions

GRILLS
In certain situations it becomes
necessary to add a safety grill to the
window cavity. It could be for
security purpose or for
prevention of accidents.
There are many design
options available that
can be adapted to
the type of
window being
installed.

Grill on the sill
is an option that can be considered where the
sill width is restricted. The grill can be added
on the outside, flushed with the external wall,
for windows that open on the inside or for
slider windows. They can also be fitted on the
inside for windows opening outwards.

Grill on
uPVC Frame
can also be prefabricated and sandwiched
between double frames where windows need to
be opened outwards and inwards, for example
to accommodate mesh windows.

Grill Design References:
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Value additions

HANDLES

Handles make the windows and doors complete. We offer high quality, ergonomically designed levers in a choice of
designs, finish and colours that will blend in with your interiors. These are catalogued through are channel partners. Shown
below is a small sample of the range that is available.

Lift & Slide
Handle
Sliding and Tilt
& Turn Window Handle

Pop Up Handle
Lift & Slide Handle

Sliding and
Tilt & Turn
Lockable
Handle
D Type
Sliding Handle

Sliding and
Fold & Slide Handle

Sliding
Heavy Sash
Handle

Value additions

GLASS

Glass is available in many colour shades and strength grades, depending on your custom requirements. It adds
to the aesthetics and contributes to your comfort and security.
COLOURED GLASS is commonly available in silver, metallic
blue and green tint for higher heat deflection. They also block
the view from outside, during the day, due to the mirror finish
look. Other shades can also be supplied, if ordered in
significant quantities.

Insulating Gap

Spacer Bar

SINGLE GLASS layered windows are ideal for areas where the
temperatures are in the moderate range and noise levels are
relatively low. They can withstand the normal wind and water
pressure.
INSULATED GLASS has a layer of inert gas sealed between
two sheets of glass. It is used in geographies with extreme
temperatures, or where the noise decibels are very high. Due
to its layered construction it has excellent thermal retention
and separation qualities. The outside temperatures have a
minimal effect indoors and the indoors temperatures are
maintained more efficiently, there by bringing down the
energy cost drastically.

Special Adhesive
Sealant

Desiccant

Glass

SAFETY GLASS is laminated with Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB) to prevent it from
shattering. In case of an accident the glass shreds are held together because of
the layered lamination and do not act like projectiles that can hurt someone. This
also works as a security feature as it makes it difficult to willfully break the glass.
The added layering also contributes to the thermal, UV and sound insulation
properties. Various degrees of lamination strength in combination with glass
quality are available, right up to bullet proofing.
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INSTALLATION

How to get ready
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

The inside as well as the outside walls around the window cavity should be finished in every respect, along
with the sill.
There should be no obstructions on the window sill.

The dimensions should be measured at 3 points (extreme ends and the middle) along the inside width and
height of the window cavity. Difference, if any, should not vary more than 8mm.
The width of the window sill should be more than the width of the window frame being ordered.

Clear instructions should be given regarding the flushing of the window frame – whether it is to be aligned to
the outside wall or to the inside wall. If it is to be installed somewhere in the middle of an extra wide sill, then
exact specifications should be given about the space to be left on the outside or inside.
No POP work should be done on the edge of the window sill or on the wall face along the window cavity, as it is
likely to be damaged during installation. Before installation at least one coat of paint should have been applied
to the sill area.
In case grills are being installed they should be fixed in advance, on the outside, for sliders and inward opening
windows. For outwards opening windows they will be fixed post the installation of the window.

MAINTENANCE

Keeping it as good as new
The best part about ADWIN uPVC windows and doors is that once installed they are literally maintenance free. You
don't have to ever paint or polish them. They are built to withstand the onslaught of the sun, rain and snow. All they
need is a gentle wipe, once in a while, to keep them as good as new.

GLASS

PROFILE
soap/mild detergent and
a Use
water solution to clean profile
surface.

Do’s

HARDWARE

clean
Clean dust on the sliding
Keep the
a Use
water to clean awindow/ door track/rollers with a window
the glass.

soft brush/vacuum cleaner
regularly.

off the soap solution from
the
a Wipe
a Clean
the surface with clean water & wet
glass using
a dry cloth to wipe off
aUse
cloth.
moist cotton
dust/deposit on stainless steel
/ muslin
cloth. (free of
loose fiber)

using clean moist cotton/
a Clean
muslin cloth (free of loose fiber).

friction hinges.

r

Don'ts

r

r
r

Don't use any acid or heavy
alkaline based solution to clean
the profiles.
Don't keep any kind of flame or hot
material close to windows or door
profiles.
Don't use sharp objects like
screwdriver, knife, scrapper etc. to
remove dust / paint/ cement etc.
Don't use any buffing or foil on the
window.
Don't use any type of paint/
varnish/ thinner/coating on the
profile.

r
r

r

Don't use
synthetic fiber
cloth for
cleaning.
Don't use dry
paper.
Don't use
sharp objects
like
screwdriver,
knife, and
scrapper to
remove dust
/ deposit
from glass.

drainage
slot free
from dirt to
avoid
water
collection.

rollers, Espag, hinges a Please
aLubricate
follow the
at least every six months with
Oil after wiping the dust.

r

GENERAL

r Don't use sharp objects like

screwdriver, knife, and
scrapper to remove dust from
sliding window track.

r Don't use any acid, cleaner or
heavy alkaline based solution
to clean the hardware.

r Don't use cooking oil to
lubricate parts.

handle
usage
instruction
mentioned
in the
booklet.

a Clean
mesh with
mild soap
solution or
water
whenever
required.
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ADWIN

uPVC Doors & Windows

ADVANCED WINDOWS
& DOOR SYSTEMS
+91-9810147630 | info@adwin.net.in
Experience Centre:
#540, Basement, Sec-27
Gurgaon - 122009, Haryana
Works:
G-1/380B, Khuskhera Industrial Area,
Khuskhera, Rajasthan - 301707
Regd. Office:
3018, Chuna Mandi, Paharganj,
New Delhi - 110055

www.adwin.net.in

